April-2018 UPDATE
“Implementation of Innovative Technologies for Next Gen Banking”
Mr. Nikhil Bandi, Our Chief Information Officer participated as one of the key speakers in NBFC 100 Tech
Summit held at New Delhi in April 2018. Apart from providing his views on cloud compliance, Mr. Bandi led
the CIO panel discussion on "Implementation of innovative technologies for Next Generation
Banking". He elaborated on importance of decision making while considering innovations for
implementation in NBFC sector.
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Mr. Bandi also mentioned that innovation in the field of Natural Language Processing, Psychometric
profiling and Social profiling of customer is highly relevant for lending industry, while IOT or blockchain are little far away to have implementable use cases in NBFC sector specially in individual lending
space. Usage of government initiated and supported platforms like Aadhaar (UIDAI) or UPI are the
innovations to be embraced immediately to prepare companies and industry as a whole for next generation
banking.
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“Caring for Environment @ Vistaar”
Tree Plantation by Solapur Branch:
There was a “Go Green” Initiative which was taken up by the Solapur Branch which was
self-initiated. They put in their heart and soul to plant many tree seedlings in a nearby
famous garden area of Solapur. There was voluntary participation by the entire team as
well as personal contribution from each of them which helped them gift gardening
materials for nurturing the plants further.
Following are a few glimpses of the event.
Cheers to the Team
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